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The iPhone has a large number of weather application options, and you will find a ton that suits different needs depending on what you want. That said, one shines brighter than the other, and Dark Sky is one of the best full-featured weather apps on the SkyPlatform App Store.Dark: iPhone Price: $3.99
Download PageFeaturesAvailable for iPhone, iPad, and Apple WatchHyperlocal weather forecast based on andaminute-to-minute location, hour by hour, and weekly predictions Radarfull displays with smooth animations Customizable push widgets Quickly check the weather Where ExcelsIt is a little hard
to justify paying for something as simple as a weather app , but Dark Sky is really worth it. Dark Sky has suffered from a lack of features, but the latest update makes it a fully-equipped weather app that still manages to be easy to use. Open the app, and you immediately see what's important: the current
weather and the forecast for the next hour. You can then dig a little deeper to find hourly and weekly estimates, as well as see the radar for your area. You can also set up custom notifications, so you get alerts when rainfall is likely in the next hour, daily summaries, severe weather warnings, or adjustable
alerts for things like whether it's going to drop below freezing or if you need sunscreen. Where It Falls ShortThere doesn't complain much about with Dark Sky. Sure, it costs $4, but you get a solid weather app that's consistently updated and has a lot of features. Since it does use your exact location, the
forecast sometimes becomes a little awkward, but it doesn't happen again than other forecasting tools. It is also only available in the US, UK and Ireland, which keeps many potential users out of the loop. The CompetitionThere is a great weather app on your iPhone that suits different needs. Want a full
doppler radar? Sure, it can be done. Prefer something minimal? You have a choice. Want to just tell you about the bad weather? yes, it's there, too. All of this is worth a try to see if it suits your specific needs. If Dark Sky isn't yours, Yahoo Weather, our previous choice, is a worthy contender. It has a
gorgeous design, great easy-to-read photos, and the basics of radar, satellites, and heat maps. Unfortunately, it now has great and annoying ads, which can really get in the way. Likewise, the big four free apps, Accuweather, The Weather Channel, WeatherBug, and Weather Underground are all similar
alternatives. All have the same basic set of features as Yahoo Weather, but offer slightly different experiences in terms of interface and coverage. The fact is, different apps may have which is more accurate than others for your area, so it's a good idea to play around with some to see which one suits you
best. Today's Weather (1.99:) may be one of the best weather apps around, but it doesn't update as often as we'd like. That said, if you like the feature features Weather Underground, or Weather Channel, but hate advertising, then Today Weather is worth a look. Perfect Weather ($2.99) is another
fantastic weather app that displays a lot of information if you're willing to pay for it. Perfect Weather's great strength is to load quickly, give you a five-day forecast, and then give you all the extra details you might need at a glance. These include full satellite imagery, hourly temperatures, and more.
Everything's fast too, so you can get in and out of the app quickly. If you're more a fan of minimalist weather apps, you have some solid options. Blue is a great little app that shows you forecasts for the next day or so in a useful color-coded index. Sun is actually a free webapp designed specifically for the
iPhone and uses gestures for control. Neue Weather (free) shows the current simplified weather and four-day forecast in a beautiful package. Finally, Partly Cloudy may be the prettiest of many by using clock visualizations to show you weather forecasts in a very intuitive way. Lifehacker's App Directory is
a directory of new and growing recommendations for the best applications and tools in a certain number of categories. The best weather apps are very important in winter, as they can tip you on what conditions if you need to venture outside. Many apps even take advantage of notifications to let you know
if there's a big storm you need to prepare for. Just as important as it is in winter, anytime is the right time to make sure you have the best weather app installed on your phone. While mobile devices offer their own weather options, choosing your own app from Google Play or the App Store means you can
get the features you want, where the forecast is up to minutes, radar-assisted overviews, or an expanded view of upcoming weather patterns. Check out our other picks for the best iOS appsBest inflatable hot tubsCheck out 15 best weather apps for Android and iOS devices. The best weather apps you
can download today1. Dark Sky (iOS: $3.99)(Image credit: Apple)How good is Dark Sky? So good that Apple itself snapped up the app to boost its own built-in weather offerings. You can see the benefits of these purchases across iOS 14, as many of Dark Sky's best features have been integrated into the
Weather app. Even with the Weather app adding Dark Sky-inspired features such as weather warnings and upcoming rainfall forecasts, iOS users can still download Dark Sky from the App Store for $3.99 to enjoy its highly accurate local weather forecast. Android users are unlucky, because Dark Sky
has disappeared from the Google Play Store and Apple has services to existing users. (Luckily, there are many other apps on this list to download to your Android phone.) Revamping the main interface to the Dark Sky puts more weather data right at your fingertips, including rainfall maps and useful hourly
forecasts. They're Them join the severe weather warnings, customizable notifications, and digestive weather lock screens. The main timeline also includes UV information, and options for more detailed information. Dark Sky has also been updated for iOS 14 and watchOS 7, adding a new icon to display
when Exact Location is disabled as well as extra-large watch complications for Apple Watch users. Download Dark Sky: iOS2. Weather Channel (Android; iOS: Free)(Image credit: Weather Channel)Free weather apps supported by weather channel ads are available on Android and iOS. The TWC app
gives you plenty of meteorological data such as temperature, wind and visibility every hour or daily, with an extended 10-day forecast available. Interactive maps can display the latest Doppler radar data to show rainfall and weather events and severe weather warnings. The Weather Channel also
includes social sharing features for users to upload pictures, tweets, videos and photos. Download The Weather Channel: Android, iOS3. Emergency: Warning (Android; iOS)(Image credit: American Red Cross)This is an app you hope you don't need to use, but when disaster strikes, you'll be glad you
have an Emergency: Warning from the American Red Cross on your iPhone or Android device. As it keeps an eye on everything from storms and floods to extreme heat and winter storms, Emergency: Warnings are good to stay plugged in your phone at all times, and not just during hurricane season. Not
only does the Emergency monitor where you live, you can also enter the city and the people that matter to you. The app has customizable alerts and provides a map with shelter information in case of an emergency. You can use Emergency Alerts to make sure you're ready for potential storms by
scanning through disaster preparedness info tucked away in Emergency.Download Emergency: Warning: Android, iOS4. NOAA Radar Pro (Android, iOS: Free / $1.99)(Image credit: Apalon Apps)The weather can change in an instant, so it's useful to be alerted when something severe is heading your
way. NOAA Radar Pro for iOS Apalon promises real-time animated radar images on an interactive app map, along with the kind of detailed weather information you'd expect from a mobile app. A noteworthy feature is the app's ability to send notifications every time a weather warning is issued, so you're
never caught unaware of blizzards, flood warnings, or other dangerous conditions. The iOS version of NOAA Radar Pro includes Apple Watch compatibility, so the alert is sent to your wrist. Android users can download NOAA Weather Radar &amp;amp; Alerts are free, with an in-app purchase of $1.99
removing ads. Download NOAA: Android, iOS5. WeatherBug (Android, iOS: Free)(Image credits: there are evolving weather situations that you need to keep track of, WeatherBug can help you. (On Android, this app is called Weather by WeatherBug.) The free download not only offers Doppler radar for
North America, but can provide storm forecasts, Lightning flashes air quality info and pollen amount data above the usual various weather information. Because it pulls data from weather services, satellites, and tracking stations, WeatherBug can provide hyperlocal real-time conditions with current
forecasts, hours, and 10 days. Download WeatherBug: Android, iOS6. AirVisual Air Quality Forecast (Android, iOS: Free)(Image credit: iQAir)In times of rising pollution, knowing the air quality you breathe is even more important than knowing whether it will rain. We love the AirVisual Air Quality Forecast
app for an interesting way, it presents important data about air quality wherever you are as well as around the world. The app promises detailed info on pollutants and air quality indexes for 10,000-plus locations in more than 100 countries. You have a choice of maps to see air quality — either a color-
coded 2D map or a 3D version like Google Earth. AirVisual also works in approximately 7 days so you can plan outdoor activities to ensure you'll be out in the healthy air. And if you use an iQAir air quality monitor in your home, you can sync it with the app to get cellular readings on your indoor air quality
as well. Download AirVisual Air Quality Forecast: Android, iOS7. Carrot Weather (Android, iOS: Free/$4.99)(Image credit: Carrot Weather)Long an exclusive iOS that you can't get on Android, Carrot Weather has since bridged the platform divide, and now the nasty AI overlord carrot can bring Android
users weather forecasting along with a big side helping snark and sarcasm. (iOS users still enjoy features such as being able to add carrot weather widgets to their home screen in iOS 14.) The app pulls data from Dark Sky to provide current forecasts, hourly, and 7 days recycled with sarcastic humor to
cushion even the gloomiest views. The infographic puts useful information within quick reach, with more detailed meteorological data available when you tap and swipe. You can even configure Carrot's sense of humor to be friendly, snarky, or murderous, with the ability to set up how political AI jokes can
get. The app offers different subscription levels. iOS users who choose a Tier 3 subscription (the most expensive option, with an annual fee of $24.99) can receive notifications for rain, snow, lightning strikes and storms. Tier 2 customers ($9.99) can create special reminders triggered by weather
conditions, while Tier 1 levels of $3.99-a-year carry warnings about critical weather conditions. The Android version has a Premium Club with time travel features and widgets. Download Carrot Weather: Android, iOS8. Weather Line (iOS)(Image credit: Off Coast)Weather Line proves value in bundling the
best features of weather tracking services. Pay for premium subscriptions to dedicated apps this, and you'll get an extended 10-day forecast that pulls data from Dark Sky, WDT, and Accuweather to look comprehensively ahead at the changing weather conditions. Free ad-supported version of Weather
Line dark sky data. Whether free or paid, you'll appreciate the customizable weather line look, which includes several dark modes, themes, and icons so you can give the app a look that helps you easily choose the weather for your location at a glance. A Supercharge to Weather Line subscription costs
$1.99 a month or $9.99 if you choose an annual subscription; opening lifetime costs $44.99. In addition to the 10-day forecast feature, the subscription includes a 72-hour forecast, animated radar, hourly rain forecasts, and all app themes and icons. Download Weather Line: iOS9. Yahoo Weather



(Android, iOS: Free)(Image credit: Yahoo)The beautiful Yahoo Weather app offers a gorgeous interface that is informative and striking. The app displays images of your location with a suitable time of day and weather conditions, with the option to view detailed five-day forecasts, as well as interactive
radar, heat and satellite maps. The update has brought the Android app in line with the iOS design for a unified experience across both platforms. Other apps provide more details and features, but Yahoo Weather's clean and concise presentation makes it a user-friendly everyday app, which is only
marred by ads big enough when you swipe up to get to detailed forecasts. Download Yahoo Weather: Android, iOS10. Weather on the Road (iOS: Free)(Image credit: Idea Studio)Knowing the weather before you start a road trip can be just as important as having the right direction. Weather on the Road,
a free iOS download, understands this point, and therefore combines navigation features with a severe weather warning that tells you whether to expect rain, snow or other hazardous conditions during your trip from Point A to Point B.While it's free, Weather on the Road becomes more valuable with a
Pro subscription (99 cents a month or $9.99 per year.) Pro users get more advanced features such as alternative route suggestions, road visibility, and expanded data on conditions such as rainfall and wind speeds. If you have a long journey in your future, Weather on the Way can be a helpful
companion to ensure that you arrive safely at your destination. Download Weather on the Road: iOS11. My Month Phase (Android: $1.99; iOS: Free)(Image credit: JRushtonApps)If your interest in the best weather apps extends to the lunar calendar, then My Month Phase should be downloaded. This app
can help you determine the moonrise time as well as the phases of the moon with an extensive calendar to track the lunar cycle. You can even get notified when the moon will enter a certain phase. Photographers will appreciate my clear Moon Phase interface, as it includes information about the gold
clock and blue clock – when the moon will be in a certain position from the sky that is best suited for taking specific photos. On the weather front, you can also see cloudy, so you will know if you have a clear view of the My Moon Phases: Android, iOS12. AccuWeather (Android, iOS: Free)(Image credit:
AccuWeather)AccuWeather is an excellent app that provides hourly, daily and 15-day weather forecasts, which you can integrate with your calendar. The MinuteCast feature even provides hyper-local, minute-by-minute estimates for the next two hours. AccuWeather's reach is comprehensive, with
estimated data for more than 3 million locations. The app also includes warnings for incoming severe weather events such as snow, thunderstorms, strong winds or tornadoes. Download AccuWeather: Android, iOS13. Flowx (Android: Free)(Image credit: Enzure Digital Weather App)If geeking out over
maps, graphics, and predictions is your thing, see Flowx. Formerly known as Weatherbomb, the app gives users a variety of charts, forecasts, and weather maps presented in a scrolling animated forecast timeline. Users can have an app center in their location automatically, or set up a custom location.
Flowx can display a variety of data overlays, such as rainfall, clouds, and wind direction arrows, with data sourced from NWS/NOAA and Environment Canada. The app is ad-supported, with optional subscriptions that remove ads and reward developers. Download Flowx: Android14. Radarscope
(Android, iOS: $9.99)(Image credit: DTN)If you are looking for a very feature-packed and powerful weather radar app and cost is not an issue, then check out RadarScope, an Android and iOS app aimed at meteorologists and weather enthusiasts. RadarScope provides Nexrad Level 3 data to users from
radar stations across the United States, Guam, and Puerto Rico, with the option to enhance the display with settings to display reflectivity, speed, and more. In addition, there are detailed severe weather warnings for tornadoes, flash floods and thunderstorms. While it's superfluous to just check the
weather forecast, it's a fantastic tool for more dedicated fans. Download RadarScope: Android, iOS15. Weather Underground (Android, iOS: Free)(Image credit: Weather Underground)Weather Underground relies on a network of more than 30,000 private and amateur weather stations to provide real local
weather forecasts. The crowd reporting feature allows you to verify reported estimates and post their own sky and hazard reports. Detailed weather maps let you apply a variety of information overlays. You can receive severe weather warnings, meteorological data on your notification tray and receive
hourly forecasts of up to 10 days. Download Weather Underground: Android, iOS iOS
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